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Dynamic interactions between patients and pets – Wrong remedy? Or wrong patient?
Humans have kept animals as pets since antiquity (Asklepios) also for therapeutic purposes. The
close emotional relationship between the animal and its owner, which improves health mutually, has
been observed particularly also in homeopathy. Most interestingly, both human and pet often
respond to the same or related homeopathic remedy. And surprisingly, the application of the remedy
to only either the owner or the pet has a positive effect also in the other partner. In a family, the pet
usually supports the one member with the poorest health condition. Sometimes the pet even takes
over disease burden by sharing the same symptoms as the owner.
Inadequate therapy outcomes in veterinary homeopathy should therefore be carefully analyzed. If a
simile does not work as good or as long as expected, the owner should be questioned about his state
of health and any progress since the animal got the homeopathic remedy.
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material :
•
10`000 animals (4511 dogs, 4320 cats and 1169 horses of 3679 owners)
have been analyzed concerning interactions with their owner. During homeopathic anamnesis of
dogs and cats, the pet owner was also assessed, in particular concerning mental and physical disease
similarities between pet and owner. The minimal observation period was 1 year.
results :
•
38 % of cats showed dynamic interactions with their owner
•
31 % of dogs showed dynamic interactions with their owner
•
10 % of horses showed dynamic interactions with their owner
•
owners with several animals usually had 1 animal with a particularly
deep connection
The observed dynamic interactions were on the emotional (aggression, depression, chronic fatigue
syndrome,…) and physical level (hyperthyreoidism, hypothyreoidism, chronic bronchitis, allergies,
cancer, …).

Carcinosinum :
essence : weak ego with fatal compensation mechanisms
•
allows cells, that are not himself, to grow without activating proper
defense mechanisms
•
tumor does not respect the borders of the patient and finally destroys
him
•
overresponsibility, does not stand it
•
oversensitivity
•
sympathetic, feels the pain of others
•
conscientious about trifles
•
long history of oppression
•
sensitive to humiliation
•
extremely well-behaved

•
tries to keep order as a compensation mechanism for the chaos of
malign cells
•
consolation agg.
•
infections without fever
•
biting nails
•
family history of cancer
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